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QUIZ EVENTS

Exciting prizes await!!Winner: Rs. 5000/-First runners up: Rs.3000/-Second runners up:Rs. 2000/-

PO UNCE UPON A TIME

"To quiz... or not to quizI?" Was never the question. Whether 'tis nobler in
the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous trivia, or to take

arms against a sea of questions, and by answering, end them. 
From history's mysteries to modern debacles, this quiz has it all...so, get

your thinking caps on and get ready to quiz-splode with knowledge!
We are brimming with excitement to present to you the most awaited

general quiz of ELYSSIA 2024

Rules:
Participation in this quiz requires you to form a group of 3
or less, comprising of students of any batch.
Cross college teams are not allowed.
Entry fees- Rs. 50/- (per team)

For any further queries, contact:
Munmun Mohanty - 7023071407
Sarthak Nanda - 7978604559
Mahat Kumar Dash - 6372767976

 Location: Auditorium
 Timing: 10th April 2024, 2:00-5:00pm
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https://forms.gle/XDRorzwtjJtcPf5j6


QUIZ EVENTS

THE  QUIZ D'OR
What does it take for one to be an athlete? Is it the physique? Or is it the

performance? The effort? Or the endurance? Or is it the omnipresent,
omnificent, good ol' will o' the mind?

To all the sports enthusiasts out in the wild goose chase of this world, we
present to you the ultimate test of your 'ball knowledge'

From the deadly dribbles of Messi to the ravishing reverse scoop of de
Villiers, from the furtive fadeaways of Kobe to the fiending forehand of

Roger and Rafa, we present to you, a full platter of sport trivia, the sports
quiz of Elyssia 2024.

Rules:
Participants are to come in groups of three or less with
students of any batch.
Cross-college teams are not allowed.
Total 7 teams will be selected for the finals after a written
prelims comprising 30 questions.
Entr y fees- Rs. 50/-  

For any further queries, contact:
Bijit - 95933 74105
Gowtham - 81130 71161
Sharafudheen - 63835 60594

 Location: LT
 Timing: 8th April 2024, 2:00-4:30pm

Exciting prizes
await!!

Winner: Rs. 3000/-First runners up:
Rs. 2500/-

Second runners up:
Rs. 2000/-
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QUIZ EVENTS

Are you a devoted fan of movies, TV shows, books, and all things pop
culture? Prepare to immerse yourself in the fantastical world of fandoms

with our exhilarating Fandom Quiz event!
Exciting Rounds: Embark on a journey through your favorite fandoms with

rounds covering everything from Harry Potter to Star Wars, Marvel to
Game of Thrones, and beyond! Whether you're a wizard, Jedi, superhero, or

dragon slayer, there's a round for you.

Diverse Questions: From iconic quotes to obscure trivia, our quiz covers all
aspects of the fandom universes of Marvel Cinematic Universe, DC, Harry

Potter, Anime, F.R.I.E.N.D.S., and many more. Test your knowledge of
characters, plots, settings, and beyond in an epic battle of wits.

Dive Into Your Fandom World!

 Location: LT
 Timing: 7th April 2024, 11:00 am-2:00pm

Rules:
Participants are to come in groups of three or less with
students of any batch.
Cross-college teams are not allowed.
Total 8 teams will be selected for the finals after a written
prelims comprising 30 questions.
Entr y fees- Rs. 50/-  
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QUIZ EVENTS

For any further queries, contact:
Munmun Mohanty-7023071407
Sarthak Nanda-7978604559

Mahat Kumar Dash-6372767976

Prizes Galore: Channelyour inner hero or heroinebecause fantastic prizesawait the top teams!Winner: Rs. 3000First runners up: Rs. 2500Second runners up: Rs.
2000
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https://forms.gle/GQ5sdQHtZCkiFhPa8

